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Let G be a finite group and D,, D2, . . . , Dd be a partition of G. Suppose, for each i= 1,2, . . . , d, 
{gEG 1 g-‘ED;}=Djf 
- - 
orsomejdependingoni; and DiDj=C;f=,p~D~foralli,j=l,2,...,d 
where D, = C,,o, g E C[G]. Then the subalgebra of C[G] spanned by Dr ,& . . , Bd is called a 
Schur ring. Such an object is known to have application on group theory and combinatorial 
design theory. In this paper, we study the structure of Schur rings when G is a cyclic group. Two 
special cases are thoroughly determined. The first one concerns with the case that every D; is 
fixed by Aut G. For the second one, we consider the case that G is a cyclic p-group. Also, 
examples of Schur rings with low dimension are given. 
1. Introduction 
Let G be a finite group. For any BcG and FEZ, we define B= C,,,~EC[G] 
and B@)={g’I geB}. Also, if x= C gCG a,g E C[G] where as E @, then define x(l)= 
c geC agg’. Let Di,&, . . . . Dd be nonempty subsets of G with properties that 
(I) G=D1 UD2U +** UD, and D;fIDj=0 if i#j; 
(II) DJ-‘) = Dj for some j depending on i; and 
- - 
(III) DiDj= Csfzl p$& for all i, j where p; are integers. 
Then the subalgebra S of C[G] spanned by D, , D,, . . . , Dd is called a Schur ring of 
dimension d over G. Each Di is called a principal basis element of S and each Di 
is called an S-principal subset of G. (In some literature, Di is called a simple basis 
element of S and Di is called an S-class of G.) 
Remark. It is well known that S is a Schur ring over G if and only if S is a 
subalgebra of C[G] which is closed under the Hadamard product and x(-l) ES 
for all XE S. (The Hadamard product is the operation 0 such that ( CgEG as g) 0 
(C gCG b,g)= CgEG a,b,g for any CgEG a,g, CgeG b,gEC[Gl.) 
A Schur ring S is called unitary if S contains the unit element e, where e is the 
identity element of G. In this case, {e} is a S-principal subset of G. Also, S is called 
symmetric if x (-‘)=x for all XES, i.e. D (-l) = D for every S-principal subset D. 
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Historically, Schur rings were first studied by Schur [lo] and Wielandt [14] in 
their works concerning permutation groups. For applications of Schur rings on the 
group theory, please read [ 1 I], [ 131 and [ 151. Recently it was found that Schur rings, 
especially those unitary and symmetric, were closely related to some combinatorial 
structures, e.g. association schemes and strongly regular graphs (see [1,7]). Thus, 
the study of Schur rings becomes a topic in combinatorics as well as in group theory. 
In the following, we prove some useful lemmas needed in latter sections. Note 
that S is always assumed to be a Schur ring over G. If I,V is a group homomorphism 
from G to H where His a group, then we extend I,V to a homomorphism v/* from 
@[G] to C[H] such that ‘~/*(Cs~o a,g)= CgEG a,~g where agcc=. Also, for any 
x,y,z~(C[G], we say that x=ymodz if x-y=wz for some w~c[G]. 
Lemma 1.1. Let H be a normal subgroup of G and e: G-P G/H be a natural 
epimorphism. Then there exists a Schur ring S’ over G/H such that, for any 
Cc G/H, C’E S’ iff EE S. Furthermore, if D is an S-principal subset of G and 
D= 0 mod A, then QD is an S’-principal subset of G/H. 
Proof. Let R = { y E S 1 y = 0 mod E-i}. Note that R is closed under addition, 
ordinary and Hadamard products. So it is a Schur subring of S. Thus S’=@*R is 
the required Schur ring over G/H. 0 
Lemma 1.2. Suppose there is a normal subgroup H of G such that AES. Let 
Q : G --f G/H be the natural epimorphism. 
(i) Zf D=g,A, Ug,A2U .-. U gkAk is an S-principal subset of G where Ai’s are 
nonempty subsets of H and g, H, g,H, . . . , g,H are distinct cosets of H, then 
IAll = (A,] = ... = jA,I. 
(ii) Zf D,, D, are S-principal subsets of G, then either ~0, fl eD2 =0 or 
eDl = eD2. 
(iii) Q *S is a Schur ring over G/H. Furthermore, if D is a S-principal subset of 
G, then QD is a @*S-principal subset of G/H. 
Proof. For part (i), we have 
-- 
DH= IA,lg&Z+ 1A21g2Z?+ 0.. + JA&Ej 
=aD+ c a;Q 
for some integers cr, ai and S-principal subsets DiZD. Obviously, (II = IAl I = 
IA21 = ... = IAkl. 
Forpart(ii),letD1=glB,Ug2B2U...UgkBkandD2=g,C,Ug2C2U...Ug,C, 
where Bi, C,C H and gl H, g2H, . . . , g,H are distinct cosets of H. Assume that 
,QD~ n ,9D2+ 0, i.e. there is some j such that Bj# 0 and Cj# 0. As before, we see 
that 
- - _ 
D,H=cqD1+cx2D2+ 1.. 
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for some positive integers (pi, a2. Therefore, B; # 0 if Ci # 0. Similarly, by consider- 
ing D2H, we get Ci#0 if Bif0. 
Finally, (iii) follows from (i) and (ii). 0 
Remark. In the latter sections, Lemmas 1.1 and 1.2 will be used as induction tools 
in the proof of some theorems and in the construction of Schur rings. 
Lemma 1.3. Let D,, D2, . . . , Dd be all the S-principal subsets of G. Suppose there is 
aoczAutGsuch thata*S=S, i.e. opermutesD,,D2 ,..., Dd. Let @,,Q2 ,..., f&be 
orbits of u acting on D,,D2 ,..., D, and let Ei=UDEa, D, i=l,2 ,..., b. Then 
E,,& . ..) Eb spans a Schur subring of S. 
Proof. Let t be an integer such that a’D,= Dk for all k. For 1 li, jl b, Ei= 
(l/o) CL:, u*“‘D~, and ~j=(l/p) CL:, o*“‘Dj, for some Di, and Dj,. Let 
Di,(o*rDj,)= Ctf=i b:D, for some integers btr. Then 
which is clearly a linear combination of E, , E2, . . . , JI?~. 0 
Remark. If G is abelian and (T: g H g’ where t is relatively prime to ICI, then 
(T E Aut G and o *S = S (see [l, pp. 120-1221). Applying Lemma 1.3 repeatedly, one 
can obtain a Schur subring S, of S such that every S,-principal subset is of the form 
Uct, ,G,j=l D@) for some S-principal subset D. Such Schur rings will be studied in 
Section 2 for cyclic G. 
Finally, we have a Lemma by Wielandt. A Schur ring S over G is called primitive 
if, for every S-principal subset D of G, the group (D) generated by D is either {e> 
or G. Otherwise, it is called imprimitive. Note that if S is imprimitive and D is a 
S-principal subset of G such that H= (D) is a proper subgroup of G, then it can 
be shown that RE S (see, for example, [ 1, Section 2.91) and S fl G[H] is a Schur ring 
over H. 
Lemma 1.4 (Wielandt [15]). If G is abelian and it contains a cyclic Sylow subgroup, 
then no primitive Schur ring of dimension d>2 exists over G unless the order of 
G is a prime and, in this case, the principal subsets can be obtained as orbits of an 
automorphism of G. 0 
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Remark. The only primitive Schur ring of dimension 2 in any group G is the one 
spanned by A and G-R where H is a subgroup of G. 
2. Rational Schur rings over cyclic groups 
In this section, we always assume G to be a cyclic group. Note that, in this case, 
0 *S= S for all GE Aut G. We define that a Schur ring S is rational if a*x=x for 
all XE S and all a E Aut G (see [7]). Otherwise, it is called nonrational. 
For every a E Aut G, there is an integer t relatively prime to ) G) such that ag =g’ 
for all g E G. Thus, S is rational if and only if D(‘) = D for all S-principal subsets 
D of G and all integers t relatively prime to ) G 1. This condition appears in the study 
of many combinatorial objects, e.g. partial difference sets, difference sets with - 1 
as multiplier and triple-sum-sets (see [2,3,.5,6]). Furthermore, by the remark below 
Lemma 1.3, it is known that any Schur ring S over G can be reduced to a rational 
Schur subring S, such that each S, -principal subset is a union of S-principal subsets 
which are permuted by Aut G transitively. Thus, it is natural to ask how rational 
Schur rings look like. 
In the foIlowing, we assume that S is a rational Schur ring over G. 
Lemma 2.1. Suppose HY$ G is a subgroup with AE S. Let p be a prime divisor of 
1 H / and P be the unique subgroup in H of order p. Then either 
(a) B = 0 mod I’ for all S-principal subsets D contained in G \ H or 
(b) there exists a subgroup L of G such that L Q H, e E S and p{ 1 L 1. 
Proof. Since G is cyclic, as noted in the proof of Lemma 1.4 by Wielandt [ 15, p. 651, 
we have DC@= 0 modp iff D= 0 mod P. Assume that there is an S-principal subset 
DcG\H with @“fO modp. Let DCP)= C 
tegers and M={g~GIpias}. 
geG agg where ag are nonnegative in- 
F or any g EM, we claim that pro(g). If not, we let 
T= {h ED 1 hP =g} CD. It is clear that p / o(g) implies p2 1 o(h) for all h E T. As 
Dct) = D for all t relatively prime to /G /, we have hPC D. Hence T= hP and ag =p. 
This is a contradiction. Since pro(g) for all g E M, it is obvious that p{ /(M) I. 
Therefore, L = (M) satisfies (b). 0 
Theorem 2.2. Suppose Hs G is a subgroup with ICE S. Then there exists another 
subgroup K of G such that K \ H is an S-principal subset of G. Furthermore, tf 
D c HK \ (H U K) is an S-principal subset, then D = E(K \ H) for some S-principal 
subset E contained in H. 
Proof. Firstly, let us show that there is a subgroup K of G such that K\H is an 
S-principal subset. If H= {e}, then it follows by Lemma 1.4. Assume it is true for 
all H with IHI cm. Now, let IHI = m, p be a prime divisor of m and P be the 
subgroup in H of order p. For case (a) of Lemma 2.1, we have D=O mod P for all 
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S-principal subsets D contained in G \ H. The subgroup K can be found by applying 
Lemma 1.1 and the inductive assumption. For case (b), there exists a subgroup L 
of G such that pf [L 1, L Q H and t E S. Let us consider the Schur ring S fl c[L] over 
L. As IL fl HI 5 m/p, by the inductive assumption, there exists a subgroup K of L 
such that K\ H is an (S fl @[L])-principal subset of L. Certainly, K \ H is an S- 
principal subset of G. 
For the second part of the theorem, without loss of generality, we may assume 
G=HK. Let DCG\(HU K) be an S-principal subset. It is obvious that DC 
E(K \ H) for some S-principal subset E contained in H. 
IfHnK={e}, thenD=glA,Ug,A,U.~.UgkAkwhereAjCEand (g,,g,,...,gk}= 
K\ {e}. Let q be a prime divisor of IK). Note that Dcq) = Dq mod q and Dq is a 
linear combination of principal basis elements of S. Since Dcq) fl HC EKcq) n H= 
E, we have 
c A,= c Ap)=oE modq 
&?PEH g:EH 
where a is an integer. However, gp E H iff gp = e and there are exactly q- 1 of 
them, say, gi,, g& . . . , g, qe’. Since Aut G fixes D, we have Ai =Aj whenever gf = gj 
for some t relatively prime to IGI. Thus (q- I)A,~ aI? mod q, i.e. Ai, = E. By 
Lemma 1.2 and the fact that K\ { } e is an S-principal subset, all Ai are nonempty 
and hence IAil =lAiOI=IEI f or all i. Since AiCE, we get Ai = E. SO D= 
E(K\ {e>). 
Finally, let Hfl K=N# {e). Let q’ be a prime divisor of INI and Q be the 
subgroup in Nof order q’. Note that if L is a subgroup in G with q’{ IL 1 and L C H, 
then L fl (K \N) is neither K \ N nor 0 and L $: S. With this observation and Lemma 
2.1, we have D= 0 mod (2. Applying Lemma 1.1 inductively, we find that D= 0 
mod R. Let e : G --f G/N be the natural epimorphism. By Lemma 1.2, QE, QD and 
QK \ {e’}, where e’ is the identity element in G/N, are e *S-principal subsets of G/N 
and QHEQ*S. Since QDC,QE(QK\{~‘}>, @DC(G/N)\(QHUQK) and @HnQK= 
{e’}, by previous argument, we get QD=QE(QK\ {e’}). However D=Q-‘[QD] = 
@‘[@E(QK\{e’})]=E(K\N) because D=K\N=O modN. 0 
Remark. Theorem 2.2 and Lemma 1.4 provide an inductive construction of all 
rational Schur rings over cyclic groups. 
Corollary 2.3. If S is a rational Schur ring over G, then there exists S-principal 
subsets K,\H,,K,\H,,... , Kt \ Ht where Ki, Hi are subgroups of G, such that 
every S-principal subset is product of some Ki \ Hi. 
Example. (See Fig. 1.) We list all rational Schur rings over cyclic groups with 
dimension dl5. In the following, G is a cyclic group; D,, D2, . . . , Dd are all S- 
principal subsets and H, K, L, M are subgroups of G. 
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Fig. 1. 
(1) (d= l)D, = G. 
(2) (d=2)D,=H, D,=G\H where HC,G. 
(3) (d=3)D,=K, D2=H\K, D3=G\H where KC,HsG. 
(4) (d=4)D,=L, D,=K\L, D,=H\K, D,=G\H where L$K$iHC,G. 
(5) (d=4)D,=HnK, D2=K\H, D,=H\K, D,=G\(HUK) where HQK, 
KCH and HK=G. 
(6) (d=5)D,=M, D2=L\M, D3=K\L, D,=H\K, D,=G\HwhereMzLs 
K$HC,G. 
(7) (d=5)D,=HnK, D2=K\H, D3=H\K, D4=HK\(HUK), D,=G\HK 
where HQK, KQH and HKSG. 
(8) (d=5)D,=L, D2=(HnK)\L, D,=K\H, D,=H\K, D,=G\(HUK) 
where LC,HnK, HCK, KQH and HK=G. 
Remark. For the case of dimension d=4, i.e. Example 4 and 5, the result can be 
found in [8] with a tedious proof. 
3. Cyclic p-groups 
Let G be a cyclic group of order II. Let 52 be a subgroup of Z,*. For g E G, define 
go = {g’ 1 t E 52). As Aut G is isomorphic to Z,*, g” can be regarded as the orbit of 
the corresponding automorphism group acting on g. Let D be an S-principal subset 
of G and Sz = {t E: Z,* 1 DC’) = D} . Note that Q is a subgroup of Z,*. Moreover, there 
exist g,, g2, . . . , gb in D such that o(g;) # O(gj) whenever i # j and D = gf U gf U a** U 
gf. Thus, in order to study the structure of Schur rings, we have to investigate go. 
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In this section, we shall concern us with cyclic p-groups only. Let G be a cyclic 
group of order pS where p is a prime. For convenience, we denote the unique 
subgroup of order p’ by G,. Also, we define Gi= {e} if ir0. In z>, we define 
/1= {+=I 
i 
modp} if p is odd, 
{ala=1 mod4) ifp-2. 
It is well-known that /1 is a cyclic subgroup of z$; l/1 1 =pS-’ if p is odd while 
j/lJ =2’-* if p=2; and 
1 
ZP-l x/l if p is odd where ZP_ 1 is the unique cyclic sub- 
z; = group of order p - 1, 
(-1)X/l ifp=2. 
For any subgroup Q of J$, we define M’ = D fl/1. Obviously, Q = Q’U tQ’U 0.. U 
tk-‘f2’ for some t ESZ and positive integer klp- 1. If p is odd, then t can be 
chosen in ZP_,. If p=2 and Q#Q’, then t=3 mod4. 
Lemma 3.1. Lel ge G, \ G,_, with rn 2 1 and D be a subgroup of z; with 
1/1/q =p”. 
(i) gg’=gGr where r=m-a-l ifp is odd and r=m-a-2 ifp=2. 
(ii) Zf Q, is a subgroup of 52, then g” is a union of (g”)” for some t;E.CI. 
(iii) Zf Q #Q’, then there exists t E Q and positive integer k<p - 1 such that 
gR=gGrUg’G,U .-. Ugtk-’ G, where t can be chosen in ZP_, when p is odd and 
t=3 mod4 when p=2. Moreover, g”G,_,#gG,_, for Isirk- if p is odd; 
and g’G,_,+gG,_, if p=2 and mz-2. 
Proof. IQ’] =p’-j where j= a- 1 if p is odd and j= a- 2 if p= 2. Obviously, 
{ cz E z;X 1 a = 1 mod p’} is a multiplicative group of order pS-j and hence is equal 
to 0’. Thus g R’=gH where H= (gp’>. As o(gP’) = max{pm-j, l}, (i) follows. (ii) 
is obvious. For (iii), the first part follows from the fact that O=Q’U tQ’U .-. U 
tk-‘Q’. When p is odd, t’fl modp for llisk- 1 and therefore g”G,_l# 
gG,_,. Similarly, g’G,_2#gG,_2 when p=2. 0 







where 9[ - i] ’ is the unique subgroup in A of order p’]Q’), Following 
of Lemma 3.1, we illustrate the significance of defining Q[ - i]. 
hEG,\G,_, where r<w<m, we have 
hG,Uh’G,_J 1.. (Jh’K~‘G,=h”[-(m-W)l. 
Lemma 3.2. Zf h E G,, then 
the notation 
Taking any 
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g”(h+h’+ ... +htk-‘) 
if hEG,_,, 
= a c gl?+/lhp[-(m-j)l or a c gf+@, if hEG,\G,-l andp is odd, 
ahf[-ll+/3hak(M-_j)l or ah~‘-‘]+pG, ifhEG,\G,_, andp=2, 
where a, /3 are nonnegative integers, gi E G, \ G, _, , ho E G,_ , \ G,_z and 
h,EGJ\Gj~, for r<j<m. 
Proof. When p is odd, as t E ZP_ , , the multiplication can be reduced to the ad- 
dition of cyclotomic classes (see [ 121). For p = 2, go = gG, or gG, U g’G,. The lem- 
ma can be shown by direct computation. q 
Let S be a Schur ring over a cyclic p-group G. As discussed in the remark follow- 
ing Lemma 1.3, we can construct a Schur subring S, such that every SO-principal 
subset is of the form Urip II@) for some S-principal subset D. Clearly, S, is 
rational. Therefore, it follows from the results in Section 2 that there exists a chain 
of subgroups 
H,sH,r 0.. sH,=G 
such that H,,H2\Hl,..., H,\H,,_ 1 are all the SO-principal subsets. For con- 
venience, we set HO = 0. Suppose DiCHi\Hi_ 1 is an S-principal subset. Let 
Szi = {t E Z,” 1 II!‘) =Di}s By the construction of Hi\ Hi_ 1, we see that every S- 
principal subset in Hi\Hi_ , is of the form 0;” for some t E Z;s. It follows that 
Hi\ Hip 1 = Urrp~lt) and that Oi fixes every S-principal subset in Hi \ Hi_ 1. In 
other words, ~2, does not depend on the choice of S-principal subset in Hi\Hi_ ,. 
Thus we obtain subgroups Q,, Qz, . . . , Q2, of Z$ associated with S. These sub- 
groups turn out to be crucial in determining the structure of S and they are closely 
related as we shall see. From now on, we shall use the notations defined above unless 
otherwise stated. 
Theorem 3.3. Hi\ Hi_, is an S-principal subset iff Oi= U;3. Moreover if 
IHi/Hi_ 11 >p, then Hi\ Hi_ 1 is an S-principal subset. 
Proof. The first statement is clear from the above discussion. For the second state- 
ment, without loss of generality, we may assume G= Hi. For convenience, we 
denote Hi_ 1 by H and ~2, by Q. Let D be an S-principal subset in G\ H. AS 
G \ H= Utrp D@), there exists a generator g of G in D. Let m = 1 G/H]. By 
assumption, we have m>p. 
Clearly, D = UJTy’ g’Aj for some AjC H. If Aj = 0 for some j, then, by Lemma 
1.2(iii), we can obtain a primitive Schur ring over G/H of dimension d> 2. Hence, 
by Lemma 1.4, 1 G/H / =p. This is a contradiction. 
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Now assume Aj#O for all j. As discussed in the beginning of this section, the 
set of generators of G contained in D is go. By Lemma 3.l(iii), we see that 
g P+lAp+l~gR’= G g s-l fID whenp is odd; gSAsCgn’=gG,_2fID whenp=2 and 
m>4. We first consider the case when p is odd. Obviously, for any h EA,,+, , 
o(gPh) =ps-1. Therefore IQ’1 =psP1 and hence gHC D by Lemma 3.1(i). It 
follows from Lemma 1.2(i) that all Aj= H and D= G \ H. In case of p =2 and 
m>4, we get similar result. 
The remaining case is p = 2 and m = 4. By Lemma 3.l(iii), we can write 
D=gG,Ug’G,Ug*A where AcH and ~EQ with t=3 mod4. If r=O, then by 
Lemma 1.2(i), IAl = 1, say g2A =g2a for some odd a. Since D@=D, we have g2’ = 
g2, i.e. t= 1 mod 2’-‘. However, this means JGI =4 and D= G\H. On the 
other hand, if r =s- 2, then it is not possible by Lemma 1.2(i). Therefore, we 
may assume 1 lrzzs-3. In this case, g2A=g2aG,_1 Ug2a’G,_l for some odd t. As 
rss-3, we have g2aG,#g2arG, by Lemma 3.l(iii). Also, observe that D2= 
IG,_1j(g4”~r_,+g4at~~_1)fOmod JG,J asg4’$G,. Henceg4aG,_l+g4”‘Gr_lES. 
Note that g2’@Gr_ 1 + g2”’ G,_ , E S implies g2’+‘aG’r_ i + g2’+‘atGr_l E S. Therefore, 
by induction, we get 
Gr+i \G,=g2r~r+‘aG’r_1 +g2’-‘+‘afGr_I ES. 
Hence G,ES. By Lemma 1.2(i), g2aGrcD. Therefore, g2aG,_1 Ug2a’G,_l =g2aG, 
and this implies g*O G = g2at r G,. This is a contradiction. 0 
Theorem 3.4. Suppose Hi \ Hi_, = G, \ G, _ , is not an S-principal subset, i.e. Qi f 
z;f, and IA/L’,!/ =pa. Then there exist tEQi (ifp is odd, tEQiflZP_,) and ketN 
such that any S-principal subset in G, \ G,_ , is of the form 
gQ’=gG,lJg’G,U s.0 Ug+‘G, 
forsomegEG,\G,_,, where r=m-a-l whenp is odd and r=m-a-2 when 
p= 2. Furthermore, for 1 sj<a, we have 
(i) Hi-j\Hi_j_l=G,_j\G,~j_,; 
(ii) Qi_jCsZi[-j]; 
(iii) js2i_j/O1~j / = 1O;/f211 and 
(iv) G,+,\GreS whenp=2. 
Proof. The fact that every S-principal subset in Hi\ Hi_ 1 is of the form go’ for 
some g E G, \ G, _ 1 follows from the definition of 8, and Theorem 3.3. Also, the 
expression of go’ in term of G, follows from Lemma 3.l(iii). 
Note that we have nothing to prove for (i), (ii) and (iii) when a = 0. For p = 2 and 
a=O, as sZi#Z;, Q2,=A. So g”‘=gG,-2 and hence g2Gm_Z=G,_,\G,_2ES. 
Thus, we may assume a?1 and rim-2 when p is odd; rim-3 when p=2. 
Observe that 
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and that by Lemma 3.l(iii), gP”Gr#gpt’Gr for i+j mod k. Hence 
(gP)“~l-ll=gpG,+gPtG,.+ ... +gptkm’G,fO modp 
and it is an element in S. It follows that Hi_ i \Hi-z = G,_ i \ Gm_2 and Qi- 1 C 
sZi[- 11. 
Firstly, we shall deal with the case when p is odd. In this case, t E Ip_, . Hence 
SZi_,=O,~~,UtCOI_lU..‘Utc’b~“nl_l for some c and b where Osclk-1, 
15 61 k and cb=O mod k. So there exists a subgroup H of G, such that, for any 
hEG,-,\G,-2, 
/+%I =hHU h’CHU . . . U ,Z@-l)H 
is an S-principal subset in Hi_ 1 \Hi_2. Multiplying go with hR1[-ll, we get 
k-l b-l 
for some gjEGm\G,-,. As gh G, appears in the middle term, g’h’e’, also ap- 
pears. Thus g’hfG’,=g”hf”dr for some E and 6. Applying Lemma 3.l(iii) twice, 
we see that c=l, 6=1 and c=l. It follows that Q2,_1=(t)Q~_,. 
For p=2, if k=l (i.e. StiC/l), then clearly Q;_,CA and SO IOi_j/O,~_jl = 
1Qi/‘sZ~j = 1; if k=2 (i.e. fi?;CA), then by the fact that g’hG,#g’h’G,, we see that 
52i_ 1 CA and we have l~i_j/~,~~j 1 = 152i/~;211 = 2. 
Using the arguments above, for both even and odd p, we can prove (i), (ii) and 
(iii) inductively. 
For (iv), we observe that Hi_.+1\Hi_1=G,+3\G,+2 and that Qi_a+lZ~2*“. By 
(i), (iv) is obvious if I/l/sZ,~_.+, 124. So we may assume In/Q,!_.+ i 1 =2. Every S- 
principal subset in G,, s \ G,, 2 is of the form hG, or hG,U h’G, for some h E Gr+3 
and t ~f2_,+~ \A. For the former case, h4Gr= G,,, \G,.ES. For the latter case, 
(hc,+h’GJ2=h2~‘,+h2’G,+2hh’G,. 
It follows that hh’G,ES as h2G,+h2’G.,ES. It is clear that hh’G,.=G, or 
G,+,\G,. In both cases, we have G,+~\G,ES. 0 
Corollary 3.5. Let the notation be as in Theorem 3.4. Suppose D is an S-principal 
subset in Hi_,. Then 
r IDl c, if DcG,, _- 
DGr= IDI ! k(h+ht+ ... +hlkm’)Gy if DCHi_,\G, where hED. 
Proof. Certainly, the corollary is true if DcG, or if p=2 and DC G,, i \ G,. 
Otherwise, let DC Hi-j\ Hi_]_, for some j 1 1, then, by Theorem 3.4, D = 
hKU h”KU . . . U h’+’ K where h ED, t’E ~i~j\~i_j_ 1 and K is a subgroup of 
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G,. Hence DC?= IKl(h+h”+ ..a +/z”~-’ )G,. If p is odd, then we can choose t’= 
teI,_,. For p=2, if k= 1, it is obvious; and if k=2, then 
We can now describe inductively the structure of all Schur rings over any cyclic 
p-group. Let G be a cyclic group of order ps and G, 5 G. Our goal is to construct 
a Schur ring S such that G, is the largest subgroup with G\ G, E S. Let S’ be a 
Schur ring over G,. Clearly, S’U {G\ G,} spans a Schur ring over G satisfying 
our requirements. In fact, by Theorem 3.3, this is the only possible case if m <s- 1. 
Let us now assume m =s - 1. There exists a chain of subgroups 
such that for any S’-principal subset D in K,\K,_ 1, then Ki\K;_ 1 = Uj~pD(f). Let 
Q2, be the subgroup in Z> which fixes all S’-principal subsets in Ki\Ki_ 1. By 
Theorem 3.4, Corollary 3.5 and Lemma 3.2, we have the following result: 
Theorem 3.6. Let Q be a subgroup in ZP *, and let S be a subalgebra of @[G] 
spanned by S’U (2 1 g E G \ G,_ , >. Then S is a Schur ring over G if and only if 
one of the following conditions is satisfied: 
(i) p is odd and Q>A. 
(ii) pisodd, Q[-l]>Quand )Q/Q’I=JQ,/Q:I. 
(iii) p = 2 and Q = Z$ 
(iv) p=2, Q=A and K,\K,_, =G,_,\G,_,. 
(v) p=2, Q[- l]>Q,, /Q/Q’/ = lQ,/Qll, K,\K,_,=G,_,\G,_, and Ku_,\ 
K,,_,=G,_z\G,_3. 
Remark. For (v), the condition /Q/Q’1 = 10,/5211 would imply K,\K,_, = 
Gs-1\Gs-2 and Ku_,\Ku_2=G,_2\G,_~, if Q,+Z:$. 
Example. (See Fig. 2.) In the following, we shall list all nonrational Schur rings over 
cyclic p-groups G with dimension dl5 (the rational cases are given as Examples 
1,2,3,4,6 in Section 2). For convenience, we shall denote all the S-principal subsets 
by D,,D,, . . . . Dd. Whenever L, K, Hare used, we assume that they are subgroups 
of G and 
LzK=(k)gH=(h)$G=(g). 
If p is odd, we let t be a generator of Z’; and O,CZs be a subgroup of index 
m/p-l. 
(1) (d=3)D,=H, D,=gA2H, D,=gfA2Hwherep is odd and [G:H]=p. 
(2) (d=4)D, = K, D,= h”?K, D3 = hfd2K, D,= G\H where p is odd and 
[H:K]=p. 
(3) (d=4)D,=K, D,=H\K, D,gA2H, Dq=gfAZH where p is odd and 
[G : H] =p. 
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(4) (d=4)D,=K, D2=g2K, D3=gK, D,=g3K wherep=2 and [G:K]=4. 
(5) (d=4)D,=H, D2=gd3H, D3=gfd3H, D4=grzd3H where p=l mod3 and 
[G : H] =p. 
(6) (d=5)D,=L, D2=kA2L, D3=ktA2L, D4=H\K, Dg=G\H where p is 
odd and [K: L] =p. 
(7) (d=5)D1=L, D2=K\L, D3=hAzK, D4=htA2K, D5=G\Hwherepis odd 
and [H: K] =p. 
(8) (d=5)D,=L, D2=h2L, D3=hL, D4=h3L, Dg=G\H where p=2 and 
[G:L]=4. 
(9) (d=5)D,=L, D2=K\L, D3=H\K, D4=gA2H, DS=gjAZHwherep is odd 
and [G : H] =p. 
(10) (d=5)D1=L, D2=K\L, D3=g2K, D,=gK, D,=g’K where p=2 and 
[G:K]=4. 
(11) (d=5)D1=L, D2=g4L, D3=g2LUg6L, Dq=gLUgaL, Dg=g5LUg5aL 
wherep=2, [G:L]=8 and a=3 or 7. 
(12) (d=5)D,=K, D2=hA’K, D3=h ‘*3K, D4=htZA3K, D5=G\K where p=l 
mod 3 and [H: K] =p. 
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(13) (d=5)D,=K, D,=H\K, D,=gA3K, Dq=gtA3K, D,=gtZA3K where p=l 
mod 3 and [G: H] =p. 
(14) (d=5)D,=H, D,=g3KUg6K, D3=gKUg-‘K, D,=g4KUg-4K, Ds= 
g’KUg-‘K wherep=3 and [G:K]=9. 
(15) (d=5)D,=K, D2=hA2K, D3=htA2K, D4=gAzH, D,=gfA2H where p is 
odd and [G : H] = [H: K] =p. 
(16) (d=5)D, =H, D2=gA4H, D3=gtA4H, D4=gfA4H, D,=g”A4H where pz 1 
mod 4 and [G: H] =p. 
4. Cyclic Schur rings of low dimension 
In this section, we study cyclic Schur rings of dimension d when d is small. For 
d = 1 and 2, the Schur rings must be rational and hence are given as Examples 1 and 
2 in Section 2. Now, we study the case when d=3 or 4. 
Let G be a cyclic group of order n and S be a Schur ring over G. Suppose D is 
an S-principal subset of G and Q = {t E Z,* 1 D(‘) = D} . As we have seen before, 52 is 
a subgroup of Z,*. If 112,*/Q) = m, then there are exactly m distinct D(‘)‘s for I 
relatively prime to n. Also, there exists gl, g2, . . . , gb in D such that o(gi) #O(gj) 
whenever i #j and D = gf U gf U ..- Ugf. Obviously, lg,ol =9(o(gi))/m for all i 
where 9 is the Euler function. 
Theorem 4.1. Let H be a subgroup of G with I?E S and D be an S-principal subset 
contained in G \ H. Suppose D # G \ H and U,, ,o,) =, D@) = G \ H. Then the index 
of H over G is a prime p and D = 0 mod H, where H, is the subgroup of H contain- 
ing all elements of order not divisible by p. 
Proof. In the discussion above, we see that D = {t E Z,* 1 D(‘) = D} is a subgroup in 
Z,*. For k 1 n, define Q(k) = {t’cz Z: 1 t’= t mod k for some t E 0) which is a projec- 
tion of Q on Z!:. If there exists ge D with o(g) = k, then g* =gock). In this case, 
IQ(k)1 = )go@)I =&k)/m where m= /2,*/52(. 
Let p be a prime divisor of I G/H I and ps 11 IGI. Suppose there is another prime 
divisor q of /G/HI and qt 1) ICI. Then there are elements g,, g2, g3 ED with 
o(a) =P’, o(g2) = qf and o(g3) =pSqt. Hence 
pqp”)J = y, 
9(d) Q(4’)l = - 9(pSqf) 
m 
and (Q(p’q’)J = ___ 
m ’ 
But by the Chinese Remainder Theorem, we have IO(p’q’)ls jQ(ps)l lQ(q’)(. 
Thus m= 1 and D=G\H. So if DfG\H, then jG/HI is a power of p. 
Now, let rr be a prime divisor of 1 HI and TC fp. Suppose p’ )/ ) H / . Since the order 
of every element in D is divisible by p’+ ‘, the order of every element in DC”) is 
divisible by p” ‘. So, we conclude D(7[)CG\H. However, D(“) does not contain 
any generators of G. D(‘) must not be a linear combination of D(‘)‘s. Thus D(z)~O 
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mod rc. It follows that D= 0 mod n where 17 is a subgroup in H of order n. Apply- 
ing Lemma 1.1 inductively, we have D = 0 mod @, and we reduce G to a group of 
order p’. The theorem follows by applying Theorem 3.3. 0 
Remark. Since 030 mod Rt,, by considering the projection of S onto @[G/H,], 
we obtain some necessary conditions on the structure of S by Theorem 3.4. By 
decomposing rational Schur rings of dimension d= 2 and 3 under these conditions, 
we obtain all nonrational Schur rings of dimension d = 3 and 4. 
In the following, G is a cyclic group, Dr , D2, . . . , Dd are all the S-principal subsets, 
H, K, L are subgroups of G and p is a prime. If [G : H] =p, let g E G \ H be such 
that the order of g is a power of p; and if [H: K] =p, let h E H\K be such that the 
order of h is a power of p. If p is odd and ps (1 \G 1, we let t be a generator of Z.$ 
and A,cZs be a subgroup of index m ( p- 1. 
Theorem 4.2. (See Fig. 3.) The following are all cyclic Schur rings of dimension 
d=3: 
(1) D,=K, D,=H\K, D,=G\H where K!jHzG. 
(2) D, = H, D,=gAZH, D, =gtd2H where [G: H] =p which is an odd prime. 
Remark. Theorem 4.2 can also be considered as a consequence of Lemma 1.4. 
Actually, such a result can be traced back to the work of Schur [lo]. 
Theorem 4.3. (See Fig. 4.) The following are all cyclic Schur rings of dimension 
d=4: 
(1) D,=L, D,=K\L, D3=H\K, D,=G\H where LsKC,HsG. 
(2) D,=HfIK, D,=K\H, D,=H\K, D,=G\(HUK) where HCK, KCH 
and HK= G. 
(3) D, = K, D, = hA2K, D3 = htA2K, D4 = G \H where [H: K] =p where p is an 
odd prime. 
(4) D,=K, D,=H\K, D3=gA2H, Dq=gtAZH where [H:K]=p wherep is an 
odd prime. 
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(5) D1=K, D,=g2K(=H\K), D3=gK, D4=g3K where [G:H]=[H:K]=2. 
(6) D, = H, D2 =g”‘H, D3 = g”‘H, D4 =gt2* ‘H where [G : H] =p where p is an 
odd prime and p = 1 mod 3. 
Remark. The same result can be found in [8] with a different proof. 
By decomposing rational Schur rings of dimension d = 2,3 and 4, all nonrational 
Schur rings of dimension d = 5 can also be constructed. Using the method described 
in the remark of Theorem 4.1, we can determine nearly all cases except the decom- 
position of Example 5 in Section 2 where D1 = H fl K, D2 = K \ H, D3 = H\ K, D4 = 
G\(HUK) with HCK, KCH and HK=G. (See Fig. 5.) 
In order to obtain a nonrational Schur ring S of dimension d = 5, we have to break 
D4 into two S-principal subsets, say D and D4 \ D = DC’) for some integer t relatively 
prime to 1 G 1. By a detailed investigation, it can be shown that, in this case, 1 H 1 =p 
and JK I= q must be primes. Moreover, a Schur ring exists if and only if 
L?= {t,Z& (D(‘)=D} is a subgroup in Y&Z& of index 2; {t’e.Z; 1 t’=t modp for 
some te!2} =Z; and {t”EZJI t”=t modq for some teQ} =Zt. 
Note added in proof. Concerning Section 3, we recently learned that results on 
Schur rings over cyclic p-groups also appeared in [4,9]. However, our approach and 
methods are completely different from theirs. 
Fig. 5. 
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